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Pre-Conference: The Dynamic and Disciplined Board
WEDNESDAY,  JUNE 21ST | LOCATION: CRYSTAL II
LESLIE MOELLER
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Pre-Conference: Overview
This year we are featuring four tracks during our pre-conference. One track focuses on developing urban classical Christian 
schools (Spreading Hope), one focuses on the foundations of the Liberal Arts (Classical Christian Education 101), one 
focuses on Board leadership (The Disciplined and Dynamic Board), and the last track focuses on implementing Math in 
Focus curriculum (Math in Focus in the Grammar School). There is a track for just about everyone—whether teachers, 
administrators, or Board members. We trust that you will enjoy the more intimate conversation and discussion that these pre- 
conference tracks foster.

Most schools recognize that the primary function of a school’s 
Board of Trustees is to ensure that the school fulfills its 
mission over time. But does your Board fully understand 
how to create and safeguard a stable, missionfocused school? 
This full-day Board training will explore best practices for 
the Boards of classical and Christian schools. We will discuss 
in practical, concrete detail the role of the Board and the 
key tasks that every Board must accomplish to plan for and 
protect your school’s future. Topics include defining success; 
key indicators of institutional health; hiring, supporting 
and evaluating your one employee: the Head; strategic and 
financial planning and execution; board self-evaluation and perpetuation; and organizing your calendar and meetings 
to ensure the right work gets done at the right time. Join our panel of current and former School Heads and Board 
Chairs as we discuss best practices and real-world experiences. Bring your whole Board and your questions.

TIME EVENT
8:15 - 9:45 am Breakfast

8:50 - 9:50 am Sessions 1

10:00 am - 12:00 pm Sessions 2-3

12:00 - 1:30 pm Lunch

1:30 - 2:45 pm Session 4

3:00 - 4:15 pm Session 5

4:15 - 4:30 pm Wrap Up
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CCE 101 Pre-Conference Track Overview
The CCE 101 pre-conference track is designed to provide
an opportunity for new teachers, lead faculty, and
administrators to deepen their understanding of the
classical liberal arts model of education and to reimagine
how that model is best embodied in their schools and
classrooms. The liberal arts have a rich heritage and
represent a key element of the historic Western Church’s
answer for how to train children in the fear and admonition
of the Lord. While this track will be an overview of the
philosophy of Christian classical education, our purpose
is more practical than theoretical. We hope to explore the
distinct curriculum and pedagogy the liberal arts model of
education implies.
 Because the liberal arts are the seeds and tools
of learning for a well-rounded education, our sessions
will be devoted both to the arts of mathematics and the
arts of language. Our time together will conclude with an
important discussion about the difference the liberal arts
model makes to disciplinary learning in the upper grades—
particularly, the study of science.
 The seminar will be led by Mr. Ravi Scott Jain
and Dr. Kevin W. Clark. Ravi and Kevin are co-authors of
The Liberal Arts Tradition: a Philosophy of Christian 
Classical Education (Classical Academic Press, 2013), 
founding members of SCL’s Alcuin Fellowship, and have 
been colleagues at The Geneva School of Winter Park, FL, 
for more than a dozen years.
 The day is organized into the following sessions:
 Calling, Culture, and Curriculum—Thinkers
like James K. A. Smith and David Hicks have argued
compellingly that all education takes place within a
culture and that the highest work of this culture is to be
“a pedagogy of affections.” By shaping and directing
our loves, culture teaches us who we are and what we
should value. This session shows how the liberal arts
curriculum that we have received was developed in service
of the culture of the historic Church—that is, Christians
adopted and adapted the classical liberal arts curriculum in
fulfillment of their calling to raise children in the fear and
admonition of the Lord.
 The Arts at the Heart—The liberal arts occupy the

center of a Christian classical education, hence it is essential
that we understand their unique character. This session
unfolds the image of the liberal arts as the seeds and tools of
learning, exploring how they are ordered toward wisdom
as well as the arts of beauty and service. Particularly,
we seek to show how the liberal arts build off the poetic
underpinnings of early education and serve the pursuit of
wisdom—natural, moral, and divine.
 The Arts of Mathematics—The mathematical arts
are not of modern invention, but along with the language
arts form the warp and woof of what Antiquity understood
as enkyklikos paideia, a complete or well-rounded 
education.
This session seeks to re-enchant the mathematical arts by
transposing mathematics from the frozen notes of a merely
modern education to the moving harmonies of the classical
tradition.
 The Arts of Language—Language is not simply
communication; it is the power to create words (as the first
page of Holy Scripture captures unforgettably) and to move
men’s souls. This session explores how the arts of language
are designed to harness this power, perfecting and putting it
to wise and productive work.
 Joining Understanding to Imitation—As neither
content to be covered nor mere skills to be learned, but
the very heart of Christian classical education, the arts of
mathematics and language imply a distinct and compelling
curriculum and pedagogy. This expanded session focuses
concretely on how to teach the arts of math and language as
well as what should be taught and in what order.
 Wisdom and Service in the Age of Science—The
modern disciplines, modeled as they are according to the
paradigm of modern science, form much of the curriculum
of our schools in the upper grades. Students in Christian
classical schools will take courses in sciences like biology
and physics, for example, as well as courses in history and
economics. This session shows how the liberal arts model
of education challenges aspects of the modern disciplines,
focusing students’ gaze beyond mastering a body of
knowledge to gaining wisdom about nature and human
culture in order to love and serve their neighbors.
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TIME EVENT
8:00 - 8:30 am Introduction

8:30 - 10:00 am | Session 1

The mathematical arts are not of modern invention, but along with the language arts form
the warp and woof of what Antiquity understood as enkyklikos paideia, a complete or well-
rounded education. Through hands-on practice embodying classical mathematics pedagogy,
this session seeks to re-enchant the mathematical arts by transposing mathematics from
the frozen notes of a merely modern education to the moving harmonies of the classical
tradition.

10:00 - 10:15 am Break

10:15 - 11:45 am | Session 2

Language is not simply communication; it is the power to create worlds (Genesis!) and to
move men’s souls. Through hands-on practice embodying classical language pedagogy, this
session explores how the arts of language are designed to harness this power, perfecting
and putting it to wise and productive work.

11:45 am - 12:00 pm Collecting and Registering our Reflections

12:00 - 1:30 pm Lunch

1:30 - 2:45 pm | Session 3

A dialogue between Clark and Jain that unpacks the philosophy and pedagogy implicit in
the morning sessions. The goal is to show that the arts of mathematics and language imply
a distinct and compelling curriculum and pedagogy. They are neither simply content to be
covered nor mere skills to be learned, but the very heart of Christian classical education.

2:45 - 3:15 pm Coffee, Tea and Q&A

3:15 - 4:30 pm | Session 4

This session unfolds the image of the liberal arts as the seeds and tools of learning, but
places them in a larger, more robust context. The liberal arts build upon the poetic underpin-
nings of an early education that shapes loves and awakens wonder, and they are the sure
paths leading toward wisdom of the natural world and of man and human history.  We will
also explore how liberal arts education can serve the knowledge of God and the mission
of His Church.

CCE 101: Calling, Culture and Curriculum
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21ST | LOCATION: LALIQUE I
KEVIN CLARK, RAVI JAIN

Spreading Hope: CCE in An Urban Setting

TIME EVENT SPEAKER
8:00 - 8:30 am | Breakfast/Registration

8:30 - 9:30 am | Session 1 Igniting a Movement - Five Distinctives Russ Gregg

9:45 - 10:45 am | Session 2
Urban Governance and Sustainable Funding - Partner 
Model

George Sanker

11:00 am - 12:00 pm Panel Q & A Jim Stigman

12:00 - 1:30 pm Lunch

1:30 - 2:30 pm | Session 3 Family Ministry in Urban Contexts Debbie Harris

2:30 - 3:30 pm | Session 4 The Classical & Urban Elementary Classroom Dan Olson

3:30 - 4:30 pm | Session 5 The Urgency of Spreading Urban Classical Schools Kevin Farmer

4:30 - 5:30 pm Panel Q & A

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21ST | LOCATION: CRYSTAL I
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A pre-conference designed to spread the fostering of hope in God in urban communities by training leaders to start, lead, and
grow urban, classical, Christ-centered schools (starting with the K—5 level).

Pre-Conference: Math in Focus in the Grammar School

TIME EVENT
7:30 - 8:00 am | Breakfast/Registration

8:00 - 8:50 am | Session 1 A Call to Revive the Pedagogy of Our Tradition

9:00 - 9:50 am | Session 2 The Rise of Singapore Mathematics and the Development of Math in Focus

10:00 - 10:50 am | Session 3 Debunking Misconceptions About the Grammar of Mathematics and Memorization

11:00 - 11:50 am | Session 4 Transforming Teachers’ Pedagogy One Conceptual Thread at a Time with Manipulatives

12:00 - 1:30 pm Lunch

1:40 - 2:30 pm | Session 5 Orienting Teachers to Their Textbooks and Resources

2:40 - 3:30 pm | Session 6 Preparing Parents for New Textbooks and New Pedagogy

3:40 - 4:30 pm | Session 7 Assessing Understanding

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21ST | LOCATION: CRYSTAL III
ANDREW ELIZALDE

How do we teach mathematics classically and Christianly? How does the Math in Focus: Singapore Math textbook series
support this kind of teaching? How do we prepare teachers, parents, and students for the adoption of Math in Focus
textbooks? What kind of timeline is required for a complete grammar school adoption of Math in Focus? How do we help
parents adjust to and appreciate the Singapore approach to teaching mathematics? What kind of ongoing parent education
and teacher training should we plan to provide? How do we navigate the textbooks and maximize the various teacher
resources Math in Focus offers? How important is it to integrate manipulatives? If you are asking these questions, then you
need to come to the Math in Focus Pre-Conference hosted by the Society for Classical Learning and led by Andrew Elizalde.
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Crystal I Crystal II Crystal III Waterford A Waterford B
8:45 - 9:45 am 
Plenary 1

You Are What You Love: The Spiritual Power of Habit | James Smith (Crystal IV-V)

10:00 - 11:00 am 
Breakout 1

The Monastic 
Traditioin of Education

Developing a Safe, 
Curriculum-Centered 

Europe Trip

Best Practices in  
Reading

Beyond the Charts: 
Teaching Worldview 

Analysis Through 
Books and Literature

Rigorous and Wonder-
Filled Grammar School 

Science

Chris Perrin Josh Simmons Lori Jill Keeler Rob Shelton Melissa Mayne

11:15 am - 12:15 pm
Breakout 2

Augustine Our Con-
temporary: Cultivating 
Ancient Friendships for 

a Postmodern Age

The Liturgy of Small 
Talk

Teaching With  
Excellence

How to Maximize the 
Results of Your Annual 

Fund

Theology in the Lower 
School Classroom

Jamie Smith Jon Jordan Lori Jill Keeler Tom MacAdam Nate George

12:15 - 1:30 pm Lunch (Crystal VI-VIII)

1:30 - 2:30 pm
Plenary 2

“A School for the Lord’s Service”: Classical Education & The Benedict Option | Rod Dreher (Crystal IV-V)

2:45 - 3:45 pm
Plenary Panel

Meet & Greet/Book Signing: Part I (Crystal Foyer)

4:00 - 5:00 pm 
Breakout 3

Anti-Political Politics & 
the Benedict Option

Character Education: 
Why it Doesn’t Work 
(and How it Could)

Tuning Hearts to Learn

Welcoming Students 
into the Great 

Conversation via 
Medieval Disputation

How to Read a Book: 
Teaching Reading 

Comprehension in the 
Grammar School Years

Rod Dreher Al Zambone Leslie Collins Sean Riley
Alisha Barker &  
Allison Buras

THURSDAY,  JUNE 22ND
7:00 - 8:00 am  Breakfast & Registration | 8:00 - 8:45 am Welcome/Worship
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You Are What You Love: The Spiritual Power of Habit | James Smith (Crystal IV-V)

Master’s Program for  
Teachers and Leaders in 

Classical Education

Navigating the Challenges 
and Pitfalls of Transitioning 
to Singapore Math, and the 
Fruitful Harvest that Awaits 

Those Who Do

Using Classical Art Pieces 
to Integrate History and 

Biology

The Liberal, Common, and 
Fine Arts

So You Might Want to  
Be a Headmaster

Matthew Post Cynthia Leakey Robbie Andreasen Ravi Jain Rod Gilbert

Mission-Aligned Planning, 
Assignments, and  

Assesment

Cultivating Mathematical 
Affections through Service-

Learning

Aquaponics as a Way of  
Integrating Science  

Curricula

Get Moving!: Creating a P.E. 
Program for Your Classical 

School

Leading Your Team Through 
a Strategic Organizational 
Structure: Principles and 
Guidelines for All Sizes of 

Schools

Robyn Burlew Joshua Wilkerson Robbie Andreasen Karise Gilliland Rod Gilbert

Lunch (Crystal VI-VIII)

“A School for the Lord’s Service”: Classical Education & The Benedict Option | Rod Dreher (Crystal IV-V)

Meet & Greet/Book Signing: Part I (Crystal Foyer)

Executive Functioning: 
Supporting These Essential 

Skills

Mathematics in the Liberal 
Arts Tradition

American Civil (lr)religion 
and Christian Peoplehood: 
Education and the Intuition 

of Membership

Tools of Engagement: 
Drawing Students into 

the Joyful Pursuit of Music 
Making

Principled Leadership: 
Making a Vision Actually 

Work

Louise Fougner Ravi Jain Ken Myers Abbi French Craig Doerksen
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We Have Issues: Why 
Classical Christian 

Schools Should Have 
Strong Journalism 

Departments

Meet & Greet/Book Signing: Part II (Crystal Foyer)

Why The Good Life 
Sometimes Seems 

Hard to Find

Meet & Greet/Book Signing: Part II (Crystal Foyer)
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The Good Life in 
Confessional:  

Nominalism vs.  
Wonder


